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Learning Dramatically With Linfield Theatre
By Calder Ifft
The program of study that I am pursuing at Linfield is Nursing. My goal is to graduate with the education and experiences necessary for success in the health field.
Thankfully, I have found that a large part of my learning and growth has come outside of my nursing studies. Through extracurricular activities like residence life, choir,
and theatre, I have learned many lessons that can’t be taught in the classroom. In this poster, I am excited to share with you the fantastic experiences that I have had
learning outside of the classroom with our Linfield Theatre program.
Ada and The Engine - Ensemble, the Butler

Student Directed Scenes

Assistant Stage Manager for Silent Sky

Scene Shop Work Study

This play tells the story of Ada Byron Lovelace, a woman
with an incredibly intellectual mind and a musical heart, as she
invents one of the earliest forms of the computer. Ada
Lovelace is not a household name, but this play taught me why
she, as well as so many other women, deserve much more
recognition for their contributions than they receive. As I head
into Nursing, a field dominated by women, I want to emulate
Linfield Theatre’s efforts to highlight and recognize innovative
women who paved the way for essential modern
advancements.

In the form of a 10-minute scene called Crimes Against
Humanity, I was given the opportunity to exhibit the work of a
beginning director, Alyxandra Enanoria. Alyx worked very
hard to give me and my fellow cast member, Kristen Huth,
helpful instructions and constructive direction as we developed
our play. Flexibility was key throughout this process. This
experience helped to improve my collaboration skills and
ability to gauge when to provide advice and when to listen and
take notes. At the end of the day, it was very rewarding to see
the product of our complementary teamwork successfully put
on a stage.

As an ASM, I gained vital experience with personnel
management. My responsibilities were to take rehearsal line
notes, coordinate cast members, operate set pieces, and
generally ensure that the show ran smoothly. I faced multiple
challenges throughout the run of the show, with each requiring
its own unique solution. These included fixing set piece
malfunctions, tracking down tardy actors, and finding
misplaced props. As I dealt with these I learned the
importance of punctuality and accountability in the workplace.
Overall, acting as assistant stage manager for this show was a
fantastic leadership experience that will translate to many
professional fields.

Since Spring semester of 2018, I have been employed in
Linfield’s scene shop. Each production that Linfield Theatre
puts on requires its own unique set designed by the
department. Technical Director Robert Vaughn is responsible
for bringing these designs to life along with the help of his
work study students. While working in the Scene Shop I have
learned many practical skills. Attention to detail is vital with
everything we do, from painting set pieces to building
enormous dragon heads. Another big part of the job is figuring
out how to bring the designer’s vision to life on a limited
materials budget, requiring efficiency in all facets of the
process. Most importantly, I have learned to put safety first.
With saws, welders, ladders, and other potential hazards as an
everyday part of the job, it is important to not only watch for
one's own safety, but also the safety of others. I feel that
working in the scene shop has enriched my employability
immensely by honing so many foundational workplace skills.

Night of the Living Dead - Chief McClellan

Traveling with the Theatre Program

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde - Dr. Jekyll

George Romero’s Night of the Living was one of the first
films to feature a black protagonist, Ben. In this play, Ben et
al. work together to survive a zombie apocalypse. Ben steps
up as the primary protector for a cast of different characters,
despite racist and bigoted actions towards him from another
survivor, Harry. At the end of the play, Ben ultimately dies by
the gun of a police officer after having survived a zombie
apocalypse. Student Director Melory Mirashrafi chose to end
the show with projections of statistics about police brutality
and racial inequality in America. This play admirably pushed
the issue of racial inequality to the frontlines of discussion at
Linfield. The multicultural understanding that I gained from
this play has been vital for my growth as an advocate for
underrepresented groups and ethnicities.

This past school year, the theatre program has given me
great opportunities to travel and engage in global experiential
learning, including the January 2019 study abroad trip to Great
Britain and a week-long trip to the Kennedy Center American
College Theatre Festival (KCACTF) in Eugene, Oregon. In
Great Britain, we studied English theatre and visual art culture,
as well as the manner in which arts are funded in the UK vs.
the US. At KCACTF, I competed in the Irene Ryan acting
competition, participated in a musical theatre scholarship
audition event, attended multiple workshops, and made
connections with students and faculty from all over the
Northwest. Aside from being a fantastic networking
opportunity, going to KCACTF helped me to build greater
interpersonal communication skills that will be vital for my
career as a nurse. I also plan to attend Linfield’s annual trip to
the Oregon Shakespeare Festival in Ashland, Oregon in April!

As my first lead role, this was an opportunity to make an
imprint on a character, and in turn, on the discussion of mental
health brought about by his struggles. Dr. Jekyll attempts with
all of his might to split his socially unacceptable “dark” side
from his public persona. This leads to the manifestation of Mr.
Hyde. Mr. Hyde ultimately takes over Dr. Jekyll’s life and
leads to his demise. This is a cautionary tale of what can
happen if humans fail to accept their true desires and intellect
for the sake of appearances. Linfield’s production of this play
comes at a time when the dialogue around mental health
demands change. Through acting in this play, I had the chance
to give back to the community by reducing the stigma around
this issue and by presenting that we are all incredibly complex
people with natural multiplicities of psychological variation.

My involvement with Linfield Theatre has given me
countless learning experiences and opportunities that can’t be
obtained in a classroom. Through working as a member of the
crew I learned important lessons in leadership, punctuality, and
workplace cooperation. While building sets for the shows I
had to exercise problem solving skills, acute attention to detail,
and safety. Most importantly, as an actor in Linfield Theatre’s
productions, I have been able to take part in social
advancement. Each play presents fresh social/political
commentary that is very important for the fulfillment of
Linfield College’s mission of Global and Multicultural
understanding. Theatre has been my pathway to engagement
and experiential learning as a Wildcat. I am excited that this
will continue this spring, as I am cast in both She Kills
Monsters and Cabaret. Come watch these productions and
support our fantastic Theatre program!

